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THAMES COLLECTION 

 

Each print in the collection posesses a full and strong identity.  Paying homage to the local history, 

each design is named after prominent figures who campaigned to develop and rebuild the neigh-

bourhood, helping shape the Southbank into the area we know today. A tribute to England’s modern and Brutalist architecture our ‘Thames’ fabric collection looks to the 

iconic buildings that line London’s popular South Bank. The collection includes references to the 

heavy board-formed concrete shapes of the National Theatre and the branded lights of the OXO 

Tower as key inspirations. Available in 3 unique colour stories, we invite you to be brave with our 

oversized stand-alone designs or make a contemporary statement with our all-over infinity prints. 
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MODERN VELVETS

 

Our rich and luxurious printed velvet is well suited for upholstery, drapes and soft furnishings. 

Available in a selection of bold, geometric designs this short pile velvet is a premium choice fabric 

suitable for Residential and Contract interiors.



Our new Lasdun design introduces a softer direction to the PIPÉT collection. Brave in scale, this 

refined artisanal pattern is intended to be the main attraction when used for drapes or upholstery.

LASDUN



Lyttelton is the contemporary choice for those seeking all-over, smaller scale prints. Available in 3 

colours, our heavy velvet fabric is suitable for upholstery, drapes and soft furnishings.

LYTTELTON





SOFT BLUSH

The Thames Collection consists of 10 new designs in 3 modern colour ways. Choose from our

rich rust and teals, contemporary blues or soft blush pink and green colour stories. 

For a strong interior style keep palettes limited and textures clean to highlight your feature fabric. 

 



COTTON SATEEN

Our smooth 100% Cotton Sateen is the modern choice for beautifully printed fabric. Hard wearing 

and durable it is suitable for a variety of purposes including upholstery, drapes and soft furnishings. 

Choose from our full range of designs in the Thames Collection.







BERNADETTE

An Inspiring Collection.

Each print in the Thames Collection possesses a full and strong identity. Reflecting the character of 

the local neighbourhood, the designs are named after key figures and prominent members of the 

community who played an important role in shaping the South Bank into the area we know today.



EXCLUSIVE DESIGN

Through our London based brand studio we specialise in the design, development and creation of 

custom made goods with the goal of helping our clients deliver unique and purpose driven projects. 

Our experience spans a wide range of print based product categories including bespoke wallpaper 

and custom made soft furnishings for private clients and exclusive luxury residential properties.



LASDUN & LYTTELTON





CONTEMPORARY BLUES

100% Cotton Sateen fabrics in a fresh and contemporary palette of white, mid blue and rich navy.
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DES: 0200-01 Rust/Teal

DES: 0199-01 Rust

DES: 0197-01 Rust/Teal

DES: 0200-02 Pink/Green

DES: 0199-02 Green

DES: 0197-02 Pink/Green

DES: 0200-03 Blue/Grey

DES: 0199-03 Blue

DES: 0197-03 Blue/Grey

THAMES
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Residential & Contract 
Printed in the UK



TUCKETT

NASATYR

BALTARD DIAMOND

TUCKETT

NASATYR

BALTARD DIAMOND

TUCKETT

NASATYR

BALTARD DIAMOND

DES: 0198-01 Rust/Teal

DES: 0193-01 Teal

DES: 0050-01 Rust/Teal

DES: 0198-02 Pink/Green

DES: 0193-02 Pink/Green

DES: 0050-02 Pink/Green

DES: 0198-03 Blue/Grey

DES: 0193-03 Blue

DES: 0050-03 Blue/Navy
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JUNGLE FLORAL JUNGLE FLORAL JUNGLE FLORAL
DES: 0125-01 Rust/Teal DES: 0125-02 Pink/Green DES: 0125-03 Blue/Navy

LASDUN LASDUN LASDUN
DES: 0195-01 Rust/Teal DES: 0195-02 Pink/Green DES: 0195-03 Blue/Grey

LYTTELTON LYTTELTON LYTTELTON
DES: 0194-01 Rust/Teal DES: 0194-02 Pink/Green DES: 0194-03 Blue/Grey
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Printed in the UK



DORFMAN
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DORFMAN

DORFMAN

DORFMAN

DES: 0196-01 Rust

DES: 0196-04 Teal

DES: 0196-02 Pink

DES: 0196-05 Green

DES: 0196-03 White/Blue

DES: 0196-06 Blue

THAMES
Fabric Collection

Residential & Contract 
Printed in the UK

All our fabrics are custom printed to order by specialist digital printers in the UK. 

Minimum order requirement starts at 1 meter. 

We advise a lead time of 4-6 weeks, depending on fabric type and production capacity, which will be 

confirmed at time of order.  Please allow additional time for your project when ordering samples, test prints 

and strike offs.

We offer a wide range of fabric bases suitable for both Residential and Contract interior design projects. 

Please contact us to discuss your requirements and for price information.



The PIPÉT interior fabric range consists of a growing library of prints and patterned fabric designs. 

Catering for Residential and Commercial interior projects we offer a wide range of textile base cloths 

from lightweight sheers, through to FR, Crib 5 upholstery and performance fabrics.

PRINT ARCHIVE 



We understand every project is unique and are happy to offer design and customisation services 

including recolour or rescale of patterns to suit your project requirements. Design specifications for 

each print are available on request. 

CUSTOMISATION



ENQUIRIES

Pipét Design
London, UK

pipetdesign.com

Gina Pipét

+44 (0) 7787582226
studio@pipetdesign.com
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